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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS
The increased numbers of children attending pre
school programs and the increased numbers of adults Interested
in curriculum for young children is a characteristic trend of
education in the nineteen seventies.
midst of change.

Education is In the

The need for a redefinition of, contemporary

educational goals has been well expressed by Jean Piaget,
the Swiss biologist:

'

The principal goal of education is to create men
who are capable of doing new things, not simply of
repeating what other generations have done—men who
are creative, inventive, and discoverers. The second
goal of education is to form minds which can be
critical, can verify, and not accept everything they
are offered. ... So we need pupils who are active,
who learn early to find out by themselves, partly by
their own spontaneous activity and partly through
material we set up for them) who learn early to tell
what is verifiable and what is simply the first idea
to come to them.^
This study was concerned with one facet of educa
tional goals as they relate to the conceptual growth in the
development of intelligence among

four-year-old

disadvantaged

children.
THE PROBLEM

Eleanor Duckworth, "Piaget Rediscovered," Journal
of Research in flnf~p
Teaching, II (19 4),
•
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Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this investigation to study
the development of relational position concepts of four-yearold disadvantaged children as influenced by opportunities
for block manipulation with verbal naming of the position by
an experimenter.

It was hypothesised that the children

given the experimental treatment would demonstrate a higher
level of conceptualisation of relational positions than
children in a matched control group not given the block play
experience.
Importance of the Study
Programs for preschool children, particularly in terms
of compensatory models designed to help disadvantaged children,
have focused on the need for enchanced skills in cognitive
growth.

In most studies the success of a program has been

2
based on whether or not the child made gains in I»Q» scores.

Tiie demand for measurable proof of progress has also led to a
reliance on abstract cognitive tests which have been criticised
as unreliable and invalid because they do not take into account
the child's developmental process.
David Elkind describes a young child's pattern of
learning and discusses the fact that observation soon reveals
a problem related to the formal instruction of young children.
While a young eld,Id learns quickly, he learns by rote and not

^Annie Butler, Current Research in Early Childhood
Education (Washington, D.c.i ~ American Association of Ele
mentary Nursery Educators, 1970), p. 149,

by reason or thought.

When a story is read to him several

times* the young child can often repeat the story from
memory.

Typically, however, the same skills are not applied

when he encounters a real problem.

In actual life-situation

the young child solves his problems on a trial and error basis
and not as an outcome of rote learning.

Elkind refers to the

period of development between four and seven as a time when
the young child begins to transform his learning as a way of
associations to a way of learning in which he uses language
mediation and deductive reasoning."*
For Piaget, intellectual growth is a developmental
process involving two interactive functions between the
individual and Ms environmentt .1) inward integration or
organization called assimilation and 2) outward adaptive
coping called accommodation. Assimilation occurs whenever
an organism utilizes something from the environment and
incorporates it into generalized and repeatable behavior
termed schemata. Accommodation operates as the environ
mental circumstances demand coping which modifies
existing schemata. Thus, environment acts upon the
learner not by evoking a fixed response or a passive
submission, but by modifying existing schema.4
Both Hunt and Piaget argue for the importance of
environmental encounters as an influence in early development.
In his study, Intelligence and Experience, Hunt asserts that
one cannot wait for development based on chance factors to
take place.

The problem of guidance in the young child * 3

development is to determine how one governs encounters in the

3David

Elkind, MTha Case for the Academic Preschoolt
Fact or Fiction,** Young Children (January 1970).
^Evelyn Weber, Early Childhood Education? Perspectives
on Change (Worfchington, Ohios Charles A. Jones Publishing
Company, 1970), p. 18.

4

environment which will foster optimal intellectual develop
ment and provide a satisfying life.5
Piaget in ThejEggcholoerv of Intelligence defines
intelligence as "the form of equilibrium toward which all
the cognitive

structures tend»

Furthermore Ginsburg adds that,

. . intelligence

involves biological adaptation, equilibrium between the
individual and the environment!, gradual evolution, and mental
activity."^
The present study focused on the process of the child's
concept development rather than the learning of facts or sub
ject matter. The theoretical framework was provided by the
writings of Jean Piaget, and supported by numerous authors
who have attempted to implement learning goals derived from
Piagetian theory.
Developmental Stages as Defined by Piaget8
To understand Piaget*s theory is to gain some compre
hension of his terminology and its use for describing the

5V•

McV* Hunt, Intelligence and Experience {New Yorki
Ronald, 1961), p. 363.
6Jean

Piaget, The Psychology of Intelligence, trans
lated by M. Percy and D. E. Beriyne (Londom Routledge and
Kegan Paul Ltd., 1950), p. 6.
^Herbert Ginsburg and Sylvia Opper, Placet's Theory of
Intellectual Development (Englewood Cliffs, New Jerseys
Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 3,
®David P. Weikart et al., The Cognitive Oriented
Curriculum (Washington, D.C.s National Associationfor~the
Education of Young Children, 1970), p. 2.
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Table 1
Stages in Intellectual Development,
according to Jean Piaget9"
Developmental
stage

General age
ranae

SENSORIMOTOR

Birth to
approximately
18 months

Preverbal
An object "exists" only
when in the child's per
ceptual field. Hidden
objects are found by
random physical search.
Experience here forms the
base for later intellectual
development.

PREOPERATIONAL

A pproximate1y
18 months to
7-8 years

The child learns to think,
but not through logic.
And more through trial and
error. He is bound by his
perceptions. What he
THINKS he SEES.

CONCRETE OPERATIONS Approximately
7-8 years to
11-12 years

FORMAL OPERATIONS

90dvard

Beginning at
11-12 years and
continuing
through life

Characteristics"

Child begins to think
logically, but his thoughts
are concrete rather than
abstract. Ke can do simple
logical operation but he
uses physical objects to
manipulate in order to do
better logical thinking.
Learns to manipulate sym
bols. Deals with ideas
verbally without the
necessity for work, directly
with physical objects. In
creasing abstract thinking.
Learns to hypothesize
BEFORE doing something , . ,
"what might happen if . . .
and then prove or disprove
the prediction."

Egie Dyrli, "Assessing Intellectual Develop
ment Stages of Children," Developing Teacher Competencies, ed.
lames E. Weigand (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.i Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1971), pp. 1-42.
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sequence of development,

During the last fifty years of

his study, observations, and work with children, Piaget has
published more than thirty books and 100 articles which have
profoundly influenced the field of child psychology.
Sensory—motor period.

This period describes the

child's pattern of functioning from birth to approximately
eighteen months of age.

During these months the child

accomplishes the following kinds of taskst

He acquires know

ledge that becomes the prototype of concepts; he distinguishes
himself from objects; he locates himself in space; he begins
to sense a process of cause and effect, of time and space, in
part because he has begun to identify the permanence and
substantiality of objects.
Preoperational stage.

This is the second stage and

approximately includes the years between two and seven.

These

years bridge the gap between the sensory-motor activities of
the infant and the mental operations of the school-age child.
At this stage, the child is guided largely by bow things look,
although he is learning to represent the world through symbols
and signs, images and words.

In the sensory-motor period, the

child's cognitions are "•action-organised."
The preoperational child is involved in a world of
make—believe•

He uses blocks as a representation of a train,

endowing them with everything he has seen on a train.

Later

he will be able to use verbal symbols to tell about the train.
Make-believe is important to this age group because the child
is attempting to utilise all that he has experienced.

During this stage of development the child begins to
gain perceptual constancy.

Objects are the same when seen in

different surroundings or circumstances.

Preoperational

thought is not yet truly logical thought because the child
is still guided largely by how things look.

However, it is

at the end of this stage that the child begins to acquire
and use the "facts" he has constructed from his environment
as a result of his own actions.

He can now evoke mental

representations as a result of internalizing his actions.
It is this ability to mentally represent something which marks
the development of systematic thinking.
Weikart discusses the emergence of symbolic functioning
during the preoperational stage.10

His discussion Is based

on the assumption that intellectual growth results from a
child*s ability to create meaningful representations of himself
and his environment and to relate these representations to
each other.
This ability to make things or sounds stand for
an object or an event and to relate these objects and
events to each other is a critical aspect of cognitive
development. The representations may be concepts,
thoughts, images, or symbols, and they may refer to
objects, problems, or situations. What is important
is that these representations and relationships, how
ever rudimentary, are always organised into some
framework through which the child views the world.
This framework constitutes the child9s way, at a given
time, or looking at and knowing about himself and his
environment.3-1
During the preoperational stage the child develops

10Weikart»
11Ibid,,

OP. cit., p. 2.

pp. 2, 3.
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not only the ability to organize but also the ability to
adapt.

This means that he adapts new knowledge to his view

of his world and adapts his view of his world to the new
knowledge.

In this way, the process is continuous, and one

phase is integrated into a successive phase leading toward
greater complexity and abstraetness of thought.
During the preoperational stage the child is guided
largely by intuition and not by rational thinking.

This is

demonstrated in the child's focus on one feature of his
environment at one time.

While he may focus on a second

feature of his environment, he makes no logical connection
in his mind between the two features.
Concrete operations.

During the phase of concrete

operations the child is approximately seven to eleven years
of age.

His reasoning processes begin to demonstrate a

logical pattern.

For Piagefc, "an operation is the means of

organizing facts already internalized about the real world so
that they can be used selectively in the solution of new
19
problems,"
Plaget uses the term "concrete operations" to
refer to actions in thought, or mental operations rather than
physical.

The child at this stage of ages seven to eleven

can deal with real things.

He gradually builds concepts

which are free of immediate perception.
and reversible.

12koliy

His thought is logical

He can see connections between classes, and

Brearley, and Elisabeth Hitchfield, A Guide
to Reading Piaqet (New Yorki Shocken Books, 1966), p. 168.

he can perceive part-whole relationships#
ward and forward in space and time.

He can move back

He can see objects and

people in relation to each other and separate from his own
feelings, wishes, and perceptions.

He learns to reflect, to

stop and think, and to relate operations to his actions.
However, ne is still only capable of thought about concrete,
existing objects, and people.
Formal Operations.

This stage is reached somewhere

between ages twelve and fifteen, and is characterized by the
child's ability to reason from hypothesis to conclusions,
whereby he engages in abstract thought rather than dealing
with concrete realities.

During this stage the child learns

to attack problems from the angle of many possible combinations
and performs controlled experiments in which he observes
cause and effect.
Summary

In summary, it has been noted that programs for pre
school children, particularly in the area of models developed
for disadvantaged children, have focused on the assumption
that the great need is for increased skills in cognitive
growth. Jean Piaget, the Swiss biologist, has offered
research findings that demonstrate the sequence of a child's
cognitive development, several authors and interpreters of
Piaget's research stress the sequential pattern of cognitive
development among children.

A child begins with the sensori

motor stage and builds on experience which provides observation
of and interaction with people and objects. Then through an

10
ordered process of development, the child progresses through
ymfeol level,

where three dimensional representation

of objects or parts of objects evoke meaning to the child.
The next step In that of the "sign level" in which the child
relates to pictures of objects and creates words or pictures
represent familiar objects.

This study investigated and

further clarified this sequential process of cognitive
development in the child.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Cognitive.
A general term used in psycholoay to refer to
processes involved in knowing, e.g. perception, remembering,
imagining, judging, and reasoning."13
Relational Positions.
The spatial relationships used in the Pitzer Test of
Relational Positions of Objects.
follows:

These were identified as

in front of, on top of, under, behind, beside, and

inside.
Block Center.
A defined area separate from the children's classroom
which contained assorted sites of hollow blocks, small assorted
sizes of table blocks, and accessory block play materials,
including plastic animals, cars, and family figures.

Br ear ley et al., The Teaching of Young Children
Schocken Books, 1970), p. 188.

l3Molly

(New York:
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Four-year-old Disadvantaged QM i^rnn
Children aged four years four months to five years
five months and referred by the Merced County Welfare Depart
ment eligible according to income level for entrance in the
Merced city Preschool Program.
Thg_Pit?.er Test of Relational Positions.
A test designed by the experimenter for the purpose
of measuring children's knowledge of specific relational
positions of objects and their picture symbols.
The Bettye M. Caldwell Inventory.
Cooperative Preschool Inventory, Revised Edition by
Bettye M. Caldwell? c. 1968—70? ages 3—6? Cooperative Tests
Services, Educational Testing Service.
An individually administered screening measure of
achievement in areas considered essential for success
in school. Provides a measure of personal-social
responsiveness (child's knowledge of Ms personal
environ and his ability to get along with and respond
to the communications of another)? associative vocabu
lary: concept activation-numerical (the ability to
label quantities, to make judgements of more or less,
and to recognise seriated positions)? concept
activation-sensory (the awareness of sensory attributes
such as shape, size, motion, color and the ability to
draw simple geometric figures).
Concept.
For purposes of this study,
A general idea organized from previous experience
through which certain events or objects are understood

l4Ei eanor

V. Home, ed., Test Collection Bulletin
(Princeton,".New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1970),
P. 3.
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attribytes
relationships and
C
^°^ °nStltUte a cate^ry. Concepts

thus
behavior 15

frames of

reference for subsequent

Stages.
™
u ° devel°Prp-Gnt*l periods of intelligence,
?
c^racterr Eed by a relatively stable general
"i
^Ure t!iat Incorporates developmentally earlier
structures in a higher synthesis. The regular secruence
of stage-specific activities is decisive for intellectual
development rather than chronological age.l^
§^.S2^S!2££r_sta2e:
months.**-/

Birth to approximately eighteen

Preooerational stage t Approximately eighteen months
to approximately seven years.
1. The early part Is eighteen months to four years.
2o The second part is four to seven years. This is
a period of development in which the child:
a. is perceptually oriented-makes judgments on
basis of how things look to him.
b. centers on one variable only—usually the one
that stands out visually, because he lacks
the ability to coordinate variables.
c. has difficulty realizing an object can have
more than one property or belong to several
classes at the same time.Is
Concrete operational stage: Approximately seven to
eleven years. The child transforms mentally the data
available to him in some concrete way. He is not yet
able to think about the problems in a formal, abstract
way but he does reason logically in a concrete fashion,

•*-~Brearley et al., op. c i t » p . 1 8 8 .
*6Hans G, Furth, Piaoet for Teachers (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice—Hall Inc.® 1970), p. 163,
17Cecila.

stendler Lavatelli, Placet's_ Theory Applied
to an Earlv childhood Curriculum (Boston® Mass.: American
Science and Engineering, 1970), pp. 27-29.
18Ibid,
19Ibid.
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Level of Representation
The developmental sequence through which children
build their ability to mentally construct and use representa
tions of objects and events.
Index level:

A signal or cue which refers to a real

object or event (a) it is one part or property of the object,
or event, or (b) it is causally related to the object or event.2®
Symbol level;

A representation of something in the

real world which physically resembles that which it stands for
or depicts, but which is differentiated in that it exists
separately.2"*"
Sign level t

An arbitrary configuration that stands for

something in the real world but is meaningful only because there
is social agreement on the connection between it (the sign) and
what it stands for.*22
Motor Encoding
Using the body as well as objects to represent actions
23
and concepts, as in pantomiming,
Seriation
Ordering items on the basis of a dimension, such as
24
size, quality, or quantity.

20Weikart,

©£. cit., PP* 181-182,
22Ibid.
24lbid.
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Reversibility
The possibility of performing a given action in a
reversed direction,

its two chief forms are negation (not

malevfemale) and reciprocity (not better=worse),25
Accommodation
The outgoing process of an operative action oriented
toward some particular reality state.

Accommodation to a new

situation leads to the differentiation of a previous structure
and thus the emergence of new sturctures.26
Assimilation
The incorporating process of an operative action. A
taking in of environmental data ... as a function of an
internal structure that by its own nature seeks activity through
assimilation of potential material from the environment.27
Scheme
The internal general form of a specific knowing activity,
frequently, but not exclusively, used for sensorimotor intelli
gence? the general!zable aspect of coordinating actions that
can be applied to analogous situations. Operations are nothing
but the most general schemes of operational intelligence.
Schemes are coordinated among themselves in higher order
structures or schemes. (Piaget distinguishes scheme from the
term '"schema," which conveys a representational outline, a

25Furth,
26Xbid.

27
Ibid.

OP. cit., pp. 158—162,

15

figurative model.

Schema is rslated tQ a ftgurative accOTmo_

dation or symbol, scheme to operativity.28
Schema
A generalized, repeatable pattern of behavior or
thought organized from past experience and actively ready to
assimilate new experience.29

28Ibid.
29Brearley,

et al., og.

P*

1883

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In Chapter 2 there is a focus on the theories and
research findings that illumine the developmental processes
of cognition in the young child.
It is from the data and theoretical constructs contained
herein that the present study took its design and focus.

The

purpose of this study was to determine in a systematic manner
whether or not experience with block play and practice in
relating language to relational positions can offer significant
growth in this aspect of cognitive development among disadvantaged
children.
REVIEW OF ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY
RELATED TO THE YOUNG CHILD'S UNDERSTANDING
OF RELATIONAL POSITIONS
Piaget has done research on the perception of space
and spatial relations, which relate directly to the present
study.

He has found that along with the attainment of concepts

of object permanence, there is the achievement of spatial
concepts.

He theorizes that the infant's earliest ideas are

that of spaces, each dependent upon where the child is located
at that moment.

A series of six developmental stages follows

in which the child learns to perceive a single objective space
including surrounding objects, persons, and events.
IS

Initially

17

the child's concept of space is that of unrelated separate
spacer, Next, a generalised space perception occurs.30 The
ability to form an image within space characterizes the third
stage.

As the child moves into the fourth stage, he begins to

increase discrimination between subjective and objective space.
For example, as he seeks objects, he is able to comprehend the
spatial connections between himself and the place of the
objects, if an object is behind a screen, he can cognitively
separate it and the screen, or if it is under a pillow he can
make a similar distinction.

He begins to display unrefined

concepts of distance perspective, and thus to develop an idea
of object size constancy. The child during the two following
stages increases his understanding of the relationship between
subjects in space, for example, stacking objects one on top of
the other, putting them into containers, and so on. In the
final stage the child is able to comprehend relationships of
objects in their spatial contexts,
Both the concepts of space and object permanence and
the stages of their achievement are closely related. It can
be noted that the child is continuing to compare not only
spaces but objects in space.

Moreover he distinguishes him

self from objects and realizes that he, too, As an object in
space. In so doing, he is moving toward space objectivity,
Piaget wanted to show that the perception and representa
tion of space are intellectual concepts attained at the end

30Ibid.,

pp, 145-146.

of several stages of development.

The acquisition of these

spatial concepts, he believes, depends upon actions in space
rather than just the perception of it.
Piaget has categorized space in three ways, as in
fields of mathematics, when one speaks of topological, projective, and Euclidean space.

Topological space refers to

such things as order, enclosure, and continuity.
For the purposes of this study it was only necessary
to focus on topological space.

Piaget found that discernment

of topological properties is made early in life. In fact,
during the pre-operational period topological properties are
evident and become part of established operations around age
seven•
Piaget notes that the child of three or four years
can easily separate an open from a elosedcirele, but is unable
to perceive the difference between a close circle and a
closed rectilinear figure such as a square.

The inference of

these cross-sectional studies is that a child passes through
a sequential process in his acquisition of space concepts.
Associated with spatial concepts is the ability of
children to discriminate relationships between items in space.
It has been found that the position in which objects are
located provides an early clue which children can employ in
ordering objects in the environment.

The specific concept

of middleness has been studied by Graham, et al«, in children
seven, eight, and nine years of age.

The ability to form a

concept of middleness was found to increase between the ages

of seven and nine, the period whan children can comprehend
the relationship of one set of subjects to another.31
The identification of space is part of the development
in the perception and identification of the characteristics
of objects.

Moreover, there is interdependence between space

concepts and spatial relations.

The evidence suggests the

detailed step—by—step developmental process*32
In further support of Piaget's cognitive learning
theory, Barbara Biber, a leading exponent of child development
theory, describes learning goals that include developmental
interaction, involving "Three-dimensional representation with
clay, blocks, wood" as ways of "extending modes of sybolining.""3
She continues by stating it is important to offer experiences
fori
Stimulating verbal-conceptual organisation of
experience and informationi e.g. . . . classification,
ordering, relationship and transformation of concepts
in varied experiential contexts.
Joseph McVicker Hunt has written an extensive paper in
which he advocates a strong remedial approach in preschool for
disadvantaged children.

Hunt believes*

E. Sigel, "The Attainment of Concepts," Review
>f Child Development Research, ed. Martin L. Hoffman and Lois
ladis HoffmarT(New Yorki Russell Sage Foundation, 1964),
>p. 214-227.
31Irvine

Less,"

32v

eraham

et al., "Generalizing Concepts of Middletie Psychology. LXV (1944), 227-237.

33~

fnSHfmsliySIfISS?^nEl5ifeseSHatof Youn, Children, 1971),
P. 1.
34Ibid.
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that, the crowding of many people into a
small space may be no handicap for the child during his first
year of life.

However,

beginning in the tnird year, imitation of novel patterns
should presumably be well—established, and should supply
a mechanism for learning vocal language, The variety of
linguistic patterns available for imitation on the
models provided by lower-class adults is both highly
limited and wrong for the standards of later schooling.36
SELECTED RESEARCH STUDIES
UTILIZING PIAGETIAN THEORY
WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
David P. Weikart has outlined Placet's three developmental levels of object representation!
level, and sign level.

Index level, symbol

Welkart has further classified them in

terms of their degree of complexity and abstractnesst

The

index level is the most simple and concrete, the sign level
the most complex and abstract.
At the index level the child begins to understand parts
of objects as being representative of the whole, including

certain reference-giving cues which can be taken as represent*tive of the objects.

Using Pre-School Enrich an an Antidote for Cultural Depri-

36Ibid.

At the symbol level the child Is able to understand
representations of objects that are distinct from the
objects.

Relations Relations
Figure 1
Weikart•s Three-Sided Framework for
Planning a Cognitive Oriented
Curriculum
Weikart offers a three-sided framework for planning
in a cognitive oriented curriculum.
of representation:

He includes three levels

"Index level?" "symbol level, and 'sign

level," with real objects and real experiences providing the
foundation.
embraces:

There are four content areas that his schemata

classification, seriation, temporal relations, and

spatial relations.

As the child moves from the object to index

level he is described as utilizing a motoric approach.

It

is not until ha is past the "symbol level," moving toward the

22
sign level,

that, he utilizes the verbal approach to learning

conceptualization.

Plastic representations of objects, for

example, are on the symbol level.

At the sign level the child

is able to write words or make other abstractions or recognize
pictures that represent an object.37
Glen Nlmnicht offers a chart of objectives as further
practical applications of P±aget*s learning theory.

These

include relational positions as concepts to be learned by
young children.

He states that the block area is a learning

situation that should be included in curriculum planning.
Hanne D. Sonquist and Constance Kamii (1967) have
written about the Perry Pre-school Project of David P. Weikart,
"Applying Some Piagetian Concepts in the Classroom for the
Disadvantaged."

They suggest*

Traditional nursery school techniques have been
successful in helping middle—class children to attain
the goals that are held for them. For disadvantaged
children, who have unique cognitive deficits, however,
traditional techniques have been found to be of limited
effectiveness. It appears that a curriculum to social
and emotional development."""
Sonquist and Kamii point out that every preschool
program promotes the recognition of objects in pictures by
children.

They believe that the loss of meaning to lower-

class children when they are moved from the level of real
objects to the pictorial level of representation needs to be

•5*7_
.- _
The Cognitively Oriented
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,
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Concepts

Relational

Position

Size

Numbers

Over, under
Beside
In front of
Behind
Between
Longer-snorter
Longest
Shortest
Larger-smaller
Largest
Smallest
one to one
Countincr

Figure 2
Chart of Objectives
According to the 3q
Nimnicht Method

39n-ior, HimnichS Oralie McAfee, and John Meier, The
MNew „Nursery
° School iNew Yo^i
vnrV: General
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emphasized,

it requires more than the matching of real

objects to their pictures to facilitate this transition.

It

is necessary to allow children to interact with objects and
with pictures,

if children are involved in an activity such

as doll play or block building, showing them a picture of
other children engrossed in the same activity gives them a
meaningful experience in recognising the idea of doll play
or block building.

This motor encoding from objects to pictures

is another way of encouraging the child's entrance into the
symbolic world.
Sonquist and Kamii's Table II, Elementary Types of
Relationship, under spatio-temporal relationships, offers a
model for the child's acquisition of spatial relationships.
The child's past experience of moving his body can be used
to begin the teaching of spatial relationships.

A_cup on a

table and pushing a car under a block structure are examples
of learning object-to-object spatial relationships in a motor
way.

Jumping over things and crawling under them are examples

of the child's motor experiences with object-to-self relation
ships.
The next level of spatial understanding is the
recognition of the position of objects without actual manipula
tion, e.g., recognising a cookie as being on the table.

Finally,

children can be asked to recognise positions in space from
Pictures and to verbalise the spatial relationship.

They will

then be expected to say. for example, that a rooster is on top
of the barn.'*®
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LITERATURE RELATED TO USE OF BLOCKS
AS A MEDIUM FOR LEARNING
In their book Good^schoola_for Young Children. Leeper,
Dales, Skipper, and Witherspoon point out that, when children
begin to use blocks, they are usually concerned with stacking,
pushing, carrying, and lifting them.

After a time, this

manipulation begins to take a more meaningful form. A long
row of blocks becomes a road, and a toy car or even another
block is driven over the road.

Gradually the child begins to

plan his structures and to test his own ideas.
Leeper, et al., state that play with blocks can provide
opportunities for the following*
•
•
•
•
•

Physical release and the development of muscular
coordination through lifting, carrying, and piling.
Emotional release through dramatic play. The child
may express feelings of aggression, hostility,
satisfaction of achievement, or fear.
Creative expression and the development of a sense
of design and form.
Development of concepts of size, shape, and number
values.
Development of readiness for reading through con
versations, observation of size and shapes, and
the need for additional information from books for
his dramatic play.4-1-

While observing children engaged in block play, Leeper,
et al., note that the teacher has an opportunity to ooserve
what the child has absorbed about life going on around him in
terms of ideas, information, relationships, and possible con
fusions.

After careful assessment, the teacher has the

^ a situation
4-11 ^4-ion in
responsibility of creating
m which the child can
>n

, «
others. Good Schools for
suns chiWrefcK^orh/Ahe'Maomillan Company, 196877 PP.
TA one
24-325.
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learn and enrich hie experiences.

The teacher may also use

questions to help the child evaluate his structure, clarify
his concepts, or reinforce his learnings.42
For at least a half century, block play has been
included as an early childhood play activity designed for the
physical, social, emotional growth and development of children.
Rosalie M. Blau notes that teachers are again recognizing that
block play can promote intellectual growth whereby children
can develop and express concepts and clarify their miscon
ceptions.4^
In further support of building blocks as a means of
children learning cognitive concepts, Esther B. Starks writes:
Two major goals are that of helping children to
acquire accurate, first hand information and to gain
clear concepts of the world around them. Blocks are
exceedingly valuable equipment in this respect.44
In terms of what we know about the cognitive development
in children—that they learn from concrete to abstract, from
simple to complex—this study was designed to research certain
of Piaget's principles.

It attempted to test the "index level"

and growth toward the "symbol level." as well as the "sign
level" of understanding of four-year-old disadvantaged children.
It also tested the value of building blocks used in conjunction
with teacher-child interaction, as well as child-to-child

42Ibid.

StS
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.. ..
Rosalie M, 3lau»
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With Materials for Work and
Block Play" (Washington,
International. WM).

44E6ther B. StarKsjfiSSgggfiB (-shlnqton, B.C.:
'ational Education Association,
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interaction, as a teaching method for promoting the compre
hension of relational positions by disadvantaged four-year-old
children.
In this study, the plan was to determine whether or not
building blocks, used in conjunction with accessories as well
as a teacher available for interaction, would result in children
from an experimental group assimilating defined concepts of
relational positions at a level not achieved by a control
group of children who had not been given similar block center
experience.

Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURE
The subjects were thirty preschool children from the
Merced City Preschool, Merced, California.

A random sample

of thirty children was obtained by selecting- every first, third,
fifth, etc., child from four morning classrooms totaling sixty
children.

The primary criterion for entrance into the pre

school program is approval by the Merced County Welfare
Department.
The statistical design for the experiment was to
determine significant difference between sample means by use
of the t ratio45 (see Appendix B).
Subjects (N=30) were given a pretest, using the
Pitzer Test of Relational Position of Objects.

The test was

repeated at the end of four weeks (Appendices C—G).
In order to establish validity of the Pitzer Test a
Pearson product—moment correlation coefficient (Appendices
H, I, J) was calculated using the Pitzer results against the

Bettye Caldwell Inventory. The Bettye Caldwell Inventory
(Appendix K) is a national test that measures concepts of
relational positions as well as other facets of cognitive

«Janet
ew York.

T. Sponce, .t

Appleton

«X;.
-Century-Cxafts, 1368;, Chapter y.
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development. The results
frr»m < 4.
JitS rrom items 1-18 were used in the
correlation.
The Bettye Caldwell Inventory was administered to
twenty-four of the thirty subjects in the present study in
October 1972. The Pitser Test of Relational Positions of
Objects was administered in March, 1973. Both tests were
given as pretests.

Since the children in the original sample

for the present study were selected at random, and those
children for whom there was no Bettye Caldwell score were
also selected at random, the results of the validity measure
are held to be acceptable.
The null hypothesis, which was to be accepted or
rejected at the 5 percent significance level, was as follows*
There is no correlation between the Pitser test
results and the Bettye Caldwell test results using
items pertaining to relational positions.
A correlation coefficient was calculated to be .4533,
which clearly indicates rejection of the null hypothesis since
the 5 percent significance for rejection was .4040 (see
Appendix I). The Pitser Test of Relational Positions of
Objects was therefore shown to be valid for measuring the
items for which it was designed.

Despite a time lag of six

months between the administration of the Bettye Calowell In

ventory and the Pitzer Test of Relational Positions of
Objects, a positive correlation beyond the 5 percent level of
significance was achieved.
The test was ad:nini stored on at individual basis. It
used objects familiar to the group of children, such as a dog,
» truck, and an open box to determine knowledge of the following

30
concepts.
inside.

In front of, on top of, under, behind, beside, and

Each -hild was asked to put the plastic representation

of a familiar object into a prescribed relational position
to a plastic representation of another specified object.

The

second part of the test utilised pictures of these same
familiar objects, and each child was asked to put the picture
into the relational position to a specified familiar object
in another picture.
top of the dog.

The child was asked to put the truck on

When the child was successful in placing the

specified object in the relational position requested, a one
(1) was placed on the score card.

If the child did not place

the object in the correct position, a zero (0) was placed on
the score card.
The subjects were ranked according to scores obtained
on the pretest.

Subjects with similar scores (e.g. 3-3) were

assigned to different groups.

Consideration was given to

incorrect answers to specific questions in assigning pairs.
For example, two children scored six (6) on the first part of
the test using plastic representations of objects and four (4)
in the second part of the test, both missing the same con
cepts of beside and behind.

The two score cards were placed

face down, and a coin was tossed.

If it was heads, the card

on the right was placed in the control group, and if it was
tails it was placed in the experimental group.
left was placed in the opposite group.

The card on the

When this was done for

all such pairs, the result was two groups of children of very
similar ability on the dependent measure.
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The fifteen children in fVio
in

thQ

experimental group were

ia/ited by the sxpsrln\gntpr •t-rs -•» _
imenter to accompany her in groups of five
to the special bloc* center in a separate ^
The room contained a large box of hollow blocks of
various size s•
were placed,

THERS WO.S AI C?^V
«
ere was also a table on which shaped blocks
m addition there were accessories such as

cardboard people, plastic animals, cars, and hand puppets.
An illustration of the block center is seen in Figure 3.
The children in the control group remained in their
classroom with their regular teacher.
During the interaction period, the experimenter allowed
the children to interact socially with each other.

The experi

menter also verbally reinforced various children's relational
positions to each other and to their block building.

The

children were allowed to interact at least thirty minutes, and
no more than one hour, each week for the duration of the study.
Blocks of all varieties were used.

There were activities

with the larger blocks in which children experienced being
inside, on top of, under, and so forth with their own bodies.
The experimenter verbalized the child's relational position.
The child was encouraged to verbalize his position,

The

children also had materials such as toy cars, crucks, animals,
and family figures to use with blocks of various sizes.
The experimenter verbalized what the child was doing
with the blocks and objects:

"You put the large block on top

of the smaller block," "You are inside your block building,"
"You put the block in front of the truck."

Verbal

Figure 3
Block Center

int6rdc^lon bGtwsGn tbs ex
sxnPT"?
,
P®«menter and the children, and
the children with each other, encouraged the children to
describe an object's relational position in reference to
themselves or to another object.

Chapter 4
analysis of data
The pretests were administered in order to establish
matched pairs.

The Pitzer Test of Relational Positions to

Objects is a two part test, Part A dealing with three dimensional
plastic representations of objects and Part B dealing with two
dimensional pictures of these same objects.
Part A of the study dealt with administering the
Pitzer test to the control group and to the experimental group.
Plastic representations of objects (three dimensional) were
used to measure the degree of knowledge of relational positions
(on top of, under, in front of, inside, beside, and behind).
The null hypothesis was?

the treatment given the

experimental group indicates that no learning took place to
the 5 percent significance level.
Calculations were made in part A to determine the t
ratio,

in order to reject the null hypothesis at the 5 per

cent significance level, t must equal or exceed 2.048 with 28
degrees of freedom.

The t ratio was calculated to be 1.728

indicating acceptance of the null hypothesis, x, X2 - 0 or
no significant difference (Appendix A).
Part B of the study dealt with administering the
Pitzer test to the control group and the experimental gr
Pictures of objects (two dimensional) to measure degree of
34
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knowledge of relational positions (on top of, under, in front
of, inside, beside and behind) were utilized in this part of
the study.
The null hypothesis wast

The treatment given the

experimental group shows that no learning took place to the
5 percent significance level.
In part B, calculations were made to discover the t
ratio. In order to reject the null hypothesis at the 5 per
cent significance level, a t ratio of 2.048 from 28 degrees
of freedom is required. The t ratio was calculated to be
2,248 which indicated (Appendix B) rejection of the null
hypothesis.

Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
This study was designed to research the development
of specific relational position concepts.

It tested the

"index level," and growth toward the "symbol level," as well
as the "sign level," of understanding among a group of fouryear—old disadvantaged children.

Building blocks were used

in conjunction with teacher-child Interaction as a teaching
method for promoting the comprehension of relational positions,
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Part A of the Pitzer Test of Relational Positions
The first part of the test used plastic representations
of objects to test the "symbol level" of children's compre
hension.

Scores indicated that learning did not take place

to the 5 percent level of significance.

Thirteen of the fifteen

children in the experimental group, however, were able to
demonstrate em understanding of the six relational positions
on this part of the test.

In accordance with Piagetlan

Principles, symbol levels of intellectual development were
attained at the end of several stages (P» 17)*

Immature

children required a longer period of time to interact on the
'index level" in order for significant learning to taXo placeChat is, children's use of their own bcdies as the reference
36
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for learning spatial concepts (p. 22). The most immature
child in the experimental group, who demonstrated only know
ledge of the concept inside on the pretest, gained two more
concepts within the four weeks of treatment. These concepts
were in front of and on top of.
The experimenter used considerable body contact with
this child. When the child sat on a car she had built, the
experimenter sat behind her, stroked her back, and said, MI*m
Bitting behind you.**

This same child preferred to play with

small blocks, family figures, and animals. At first, she
interacted with other children on a limited basis and used
no language. By the fourth week she was involved with the
other children, as demonstrated by building small block
structures with them, and using language in tne form of
pointing and speaking one or two word sentences.

Her lack of

language usage was not due to being insecure in the group as
she knew the other children in the group well, having been
In the same classroom with them for several months. Her friend
Annabelle was the only other child in the experimental group

who lacked all six concepts at the end of the treatment p
s««ahplle lacked the concepts
According to her pretest score, Annabelle xac
During the four week treatment
of on top of, under and beside.
..
ovnprlence these relational
she had several opportunities
., as With animals, people, and
Positions with her body, as well
fl^s
shs demonstrated knowledge
Mocks. The two additional concept.
- and beside. However, there
°f on the post test were on top
w -Four weeks of treatment when
were two instances curing t e
^ ^ concept under.
Annabelle did indicate to some knowle g-
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The first incident was when she was building at the table
using animals, cars, people, and blocks, Annabelle said,
-Look, teacher, it's under bridge."Yes, it's under the bridge.
bridge."

The experimenter replied,

Annabelle put the bus under the

Another day a boy in the group named Mike was playing

with an airplane and the airplane fell. The experimenter
noted, "I see where the airplane went." Then Annabelle asked,
"Where is it? Let's ask Mike where it is." Mike replied,
"It went under here."
under the box.

The experimenter continued, "it went

Annabelle, did you see it go under the box?9*

She looked under the box, saw it, reached under and retrieved
it. It is likely that Annabelle required additional reinforce
ment from similar experiences in order to understand well the
various uses of the concept under.
Part B of the Pitzer Test of Relational Positions
The second part of the test used picture representations
of objects to test the "sign level" of children's comprehension.
Results from the test indicated that learning in this part of
the test was above the 5 percent level

significance.

A possible reason for this outcome was that the experi

mental treatment enabled children to understand relational
positions both on the "symbol level" and the
fairly rapid succession.

sxgn level

in

However, on the post test, most

the children in the experimental group who had
cognitive awareness of certain relational positions at the
"symbol

level"—plastic

representations-had also gained

Knowledge of the same relational positions on the "sign level."
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Twelve of the fifteen children In

the

experimental group

were able to demonstrate their knowledge of all six relational
positions on this part of the test.
No appreciable learning occurred in the control group}
therefore a greater level of learning was achieved on the
"sign level" of cognition by the experimental group as a result
of the described experimental treatment of this group.
As an illustration it can be cited that the least
mature child, referred to earlier on p. 37, knew the same
relational positions on both levels of abstraction. The child
with whom she was paired from the control group made no gain
on either part of the Pitzer test.
Language development was not an intrinsic part of the
Pitzer Test, since it was the concepts of relational positions
of objects that were measured without relying on language
usage by the subjects. For example, a child was asked to "put
the dog under the box," and the child was not required to say
anything.

However, during the treatment period with the

blocks, a great deal of language practice occurred among the
children and through reinforcement of concepts by tne experi
menter.
During the treatment period of the experiment, however,
language did play a major role,

children demonstrated their

level of spatial development in their use of language. According
to Plagetian classification, most of the children in this
Study would be placed in the fourth stage of spatial develop
=r higher. That is, the children were beginning to discriminate
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between subjective and objective space. Furthermore thev
were able to increase their understanding of the relationship
between subjects in space (p. 17).
one of the easiest concepts for children to grasp was
inside, especially if there were clues that an object was
inside.

Mike put a small car inside a square hollow block.

The experimenter said, "How do you know it is inside the
block?"

Mike answered as he shook the block, "... because

I can hear it.

See, it's in there."

On top of was one of the children's favorite concepts.
Children seemed to enjoy climbing on top of a b'ailding, the
block box, or a chair, thereby achieving a heightened per
spective of their environment.

Children usually said, "Look

at me (or words meaning the same] j I'm on topi"

This concept

could have many psychological interpretations, as well as
meanings within the realm of spatial concepts.

The regular teaching procedure did not include asking
questions requiring children to state a relational position.
During the second week with Timrny (one of the less mature
children) the experimenter, however, was curious to know if
any of the concepts that were being stressed were making an
impression on him.

During the first week of study a good deal

time had been spent touching him and repeating
of While stroking his chest, and "behind" while stroking his
***. Time was also spent sitting with him in his buildings
on his cars, reinforcing various other spacial
experimenter asked. "Timmy, who is sitting behind you?"
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Timmy replied, "Tamiko,"

The experimenter questioned him

further, -where is Denise sitting?"
sitting beside me."
that?"

The experimenter asked, "How do you know

Timmy answered, "X guessed,"

asserted, "Oh, I think you knew."
knew."

Timmy said, -oh, she's

The experimenter

Timmy replied, "Yes, I just

It was gratifying to note that this child was able

to demonstrate his knowledge of all six relational positions
on both levels of abstraction at the end of four weeks.

It

can be assumed that Timmy was influenced in achieving this
level of development because of the opportunity to interact
in space using his own body first.

Moreover he was made aware

of objects in space as they related to him.

From this juncture

he was able to see object to object spatial relationships as
discussed by SondLquist and Kamii (see p. 22 above).
-Though Timmy * s experience was a dramatic demonstration
of one child's development of concepts in relational positions,
all but two of the children were able to respond correctly to
all the relational positions on the "symbol level" in the post
test, and all but three children were able to respond correctly
to all relational positions on the "sign level' on the post
test.

The block center experience was not limited to the

concepts stressed in the study, since many children from the
experimental group were ahle to extend other concepts and
*
involvement in dramatic play as
relationships througn their 3.*
described by Blau and starks (see page

26

above).

Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study tested Piagefs principles of the "index
level," symbol level," and "sign level" of understanding of
relational positions among a group of four-year-old disadvantaged
children.

Block play and verbal Interaction were the learning

mediums employed.
Summary

It was the purpose of this investigation to study
the development of relational position concepts of four-yearold disadvantaged children as influenced by opportunities for
block-manipulation with verbal naming of the position by an
experimenter•
It was hypothesized that the children given the experi
mental treatment would demonstrate a higher level cf con
ceptualization of relational positions than children in a
matched control group who would not be given the block play
experience.
The subjects were thirty preschool children from the
Merced city Preschool* Merced, California,

A random sample

of thirty children was obtained by selecting every first,
third, fifth, etc.. child from four morning classrooms totaling
sixty children.
42

The statistic*! design for the experiment was to
determine a significant difference between sample means by
use of the t ratio.
Subjects (n=30) were given a pretest, using the
Pitzer Test of Relational Positions. The test was repeated
at the end of four weeks.

The Pitzer Test is in two parts.

Part A tests knowledge of the concepts of relational positions
of objects at the "symbol level" of understanding. . Part B
tests the knowledge of relational positions of objects at the
"sign level" of understanding.
During the treatment period of the experiment, the
children in the experimental group were taken in groups of
five to a block center separate from the classroom. The
children were encouraged to interact for at least thirty
minutes and no more than one hour each week for the duration
of the study.

Blocks of all varieties, along with accessories,

were used.

The children were encouraged to interact with the

materials.

There were activities with the larger blocks in

which children experienced being inside, on top of, under,
beside, behind and in front of with their own bodies. They
also manipulated smaller table blocks and accessory materials
traditionally used in nursery school block play. The experi
menter verbalized the child's relational position. The child
was encouraged to verbalize Ms position.
The results of the post test revealed in Part A of
the Pitzer Test that learning did not occur to the 5 percent
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level of significancei however, Part B of the Pitzer Test
revealed that learning did occur beyond the S percent level
of significance.
Recommendations
The measured results of the study indicate learning
of the concepts of relational positions took place to the 5
percent level of significance in part B of the Pitser Test,
and some learning occurred in part A of the Pitser Test.

It

was observed that there were gains in self-worth and selfconfidence not measurable by the present instrument.

There

were experiences in language development which merit further
consideration and study.

Tape recorded sequences of children's

language throughout the study indicate that block play offers
a rich source for the study of conceptual understanding.

There

were examples of positive social interaction in dramatic play
and expansion of imagination which not only gave Impetus to
learning but also brought joy to all who participated.

There

were numerous incidents utilizing mathematical and scientific
concepts through block play.

Children used materials and

language while balancing elaborate building structures.
Children, for example, tested and discovered that two small
blocks equal one block of the next size when one is building
a structure.

They discovered the importance of putting

large, heavier blocks on the bottom of a structure and smaller,
lighter weight blocks on the top.

in conclusion, further study is merited in the use of
block play for the development of language skills as related
to the child's assessment of his self-worth, to social develop
ment, and to conceptual understanding in science and mathematics.
Building blocks offer significant opportunities for the child's
social p, emotional and cognitive development.
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APPENDIX A
PART A, PITZER TEST OF

RELATIONAL
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6
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PART B, PITZER TEST OF RELATIONAL POSITIONS
Y 1
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ESn°L?ELATIONAL

THOFPOBJECTS

POS^TlONS
O. OBJECTS AND RELATIONAL POSITIONS
OF THEIR PICTURE SYMBOLS

Instructions for the Experimenter
The experimenter will give each child ample time to
become familiar with the objects and the pictures of objects
in order to be certain the child knows what they are.

This

study deals with relational positions of objects, and their
picture symbols, so the experimenter must be sure the subject
does not make errors because of a lack of knowledge of the
objects themselves.
All the objects belonging to Part I of the test will
be placed on the table at the same time.

Similarly, all the

pictures of the objects belonging to Part II of the test will
be placed on the table at the same time.

The experimenter

will then proceed to ask the questions in consecutive order.
The experimenter will give instructions only once,

she will

make sure the child is looking and listening and will say the
words slowly.

The child will receive a score of one if

correct and a score of zero if incorrect*
The objects and picture of objects ares
truck, one box.

\
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One dog, one

APPENDIX D
BEHAVIORAL TASKS FOR THE PITZ^R TPFT
OF RELATIONAL POSITIONS OF O^EC^S
The truck and dog are plastic representations.

The

box is large enough to easily hold the objects.
Part A
1. Given a truck and a dog, the subject will demonstrate

the ability to place the truck on top of the dog.
2. Given an open box and a dog, the subject will demonstrate
the ability to place the dog under the box.
3. Given a truck and a dog, the subject will demonstrate the
ability to place the dog in front of the truck.
4. Given an open box and a dog, the subject will demonstrate
the ability to place the dog Inside the box.
5. Given a truck and a dog, the subject will demonstrate the
ability to place the dog beside the truck.
6* Given a truck and a dog, the subject will demonstrate the
ability to place the dog behind the truck.
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APPENDIX E
BEHAVIORAL TASKS FOR THE PITZSR TEST
OF RELATIONAL POSITIONS OF PICTURES
OF OBJECTS
Part B
1. Given pictures of a truck and a dog, the subject will
demonstrate the ability to place the truck on top of the dog,
2, Given pictures of an open box and a dog, the subject will
demonstrate the ability to place the dog under the box,
3, Given pictures of a truck and a dog, the subject will
demonstrate the ability to place the dog in front of the truck.
4, Given pictures of an open box and a dog, the subject will
demonstrate the ability to place the dog inside the box.
5. Given pictures of a truck and a dog, the subject will
demonstrate the ability to place the dog beside the truck.
6. Given pictures of a truck and a dog, the subject will
demonstrate the ability to place the dog behind a truck.
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APPENDIX F
Instructions for the Subjects
Part A
Plastic representations of objects are used.

The

experimenter will sayt
1.

"Put the truck on top of the dog."

2.

"Put the dog under the box."

3.

"Put the dog in front of

4.

"Put the dog inside the box."

5.

"Put the dog beside the truck."

6.

"Put the dog behind the truck."

the truck."

Part B
Picture representations of objects are used.
experimenter will sayi
It

"Put the truck on top of the dog."

2.

"Put the dog under the box."

3#

"Put the dog in front of

4#

"Put the dog inside the box."

5.

"Put the doa beside the truck.*

6.

"Put the dog behind the truck.

the truce.
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE SCORE CARD

PRETEST
PART

DATE

NAME OF CHILD

POST TEST
PART

I

2*

I-

3«

3»
4*
5.

2*

2.

4*
5.

6.

PART

I

6.

PART II

II

1.

1.

3.
4.
5.
6.

3.
4»
5.
6»

2.

2.
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DATE

APPENDIX H
PEARSON (PRODUCT-MOMENT) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Pitzer

Caldwell

X
Raw Scores

%

8
18
11
10
9
16
3
11
17
15
12
18
10
7
11
2
16
13
13
7
10
12
16
. 18

44
100
61
56
50
89
17
61
94
83
67
100
56
39
61
11
89
72
72
39
56
67
89
100

=283

67
100
100
100
50
83
17
100
50
83
83
100
100
67
100
33
100
67
50
83
100
33
100
100

= 112

18,66

CD
rII

=r 66

%

4
6
6
6
3
5
1
6
3
5
5
6
6
4
6
2
6
4
3
5
6
2
6
6

£

~X5T

=15.73

Y
Raw Scores

XX .Y% = .5148
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X2
1936
0000
3721
3136
2500
7921
0289
3721
8836
6889
4489
0000
3136
1521
3721
0121
7921
5184
5184
1521
3136
4409
7921
0000

Y2

XY

4489
.2948
1 0000 1,0000
1 0000
.6100
1 0000
.5600
2500
.2500
6889
.7387
0289
.0289
1 0000
.6100
2500
.4700
6889
.6889
6889
.5561
1 0000 1 . 0 0 0 0
.5600
1 0000
4489
.2613
.6100
1 0000
.0363
1039
.8900
1 0000
.4824
4489
.3600
ft2 5 0 0
.3237
ft7921
.5600
1 . 0000
.2211
ft1089
.8900
1 . 0000
1. 0000 1 , 0 0 0 0

11.7293 16.2022 13.0022

APPENDIX I
PEARSON (PRODUCT-MOMENT) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

-r a

£ XY
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Y

X
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N"

r

-R

=

13.0022
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—
70595

.5148

•5418 - .5148
73595

or a .0270
.0595
df a N - 2

=

Y

/r2
J N

« .4538

= 24-2

X a,

2

,

Y

1JU7293
.24 -

.4356

a 22
.4887 - ,4356

5% s i g n i f i c a n c e = . 4 0 4 w i t h 2 2 d f

4
=

,0531

,2304

^ " / 1^"2022
f — 24
Y

f

6751

" \/~~7O667

3
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.2583

.6084
-

.6084

APPENDIX J
NULL HYPOTHESIS
There is no correlation between the Pitzer Test and
the Caldwell Test.
-.404
-.5

>.4538
.5

•*—f

-1

Since the obtained

.404

4-}

was .4538 and the requirement for

5% significance was .4040, the hypothesis is rejected.
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APPENDIX K

THE PRESCHOOL INVENTORY
Bettye M. Caldwell

Children's Center, Department of Pediatrics
Upstate Medical Center
State University of New York
Syracuse, New York
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Directions
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Administering
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
Materials Needed

Special equipment needed to administer this procedure
has been kept to a minimum.

In addition to this

manual and a supply of answer folders, the only
necessary items arei
A sheet of blank paper.

Three small metal or plastic cars, one each red,
yellow, and blue.
Eiaht large crayons — red, orange, yellow, brown,
green, blue, purple, and black. The colors must
be clearly discriminable and JUMBO WASHABLE CRAYONS,
made by CRAYOLA (red and white box), should be
used.
(If these are unobtainable, examination of
available crayons may show that the child might
have difficulty in distinguishing between blue,
black, and purple, especially, by either the
crayons or the wrappers. If so, the examiner may
glue, or tape to the crayons pieces of thin con
struction or other suitable paper in which the
difference in the colors is clearly visible. Or,
thin white paper might be colored with the crayon
before it is attached.)
One box of checkers, of which only ten of one
color will be used.
Three cardbo;
examiner froi
board. To m.
square, a 9
white square
dotted lines
holding the
paste, as shown
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General Directions
This section of the manual contains both the in
structions for administering the Inventory and the ground
rules necessary for making scoring decisions, though it is
perhaps more traditional to separate procedural guide lines
and scoring instructions.

However, it appears logical to

present them in this way, as it is during the administration
of an assessment procedure that an examiner must make the
decision as to whether to question further, give additional
cues, etc., not during the time that he is evaluating the
obtained material.

Whenever the asking of additional questions

for clarification about a particular item is warranted, one
needs the cues for such probing juxtaposed to the instructions
for administration, not in another section of the manual.
Also, this procedure should help to remove the befce noir of
any

type of testing procedure —— reexamination of the material

in order to derive a score.

All that will remain to be done

after the examiner is finished with a child will be to count
the correct responses.
Cues for what the examiner is to say to the child
printed in upper case letters, with guide lines for
administration and scoring procedures in lower case lette
*n certain cases the examiner may give instructions
than those specified.
d°es

These includet

(1) ••••r-sn

not speak and the examiner is trying to encour g

8Peak,

(2) when the answer to a question is vague or ambig
_ _ * diven which
and needs clarification; or (3) when an anew
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is marginally correct, such as saying -pointer- for -finger «er such circumstance s the examiner may repeat the guestion
or sake such comments as

•TELL

KE MORE ABOUT

IT.-

"TELL ME WHAT

you

MEAN BY THAT,-

Cr

it is also expected that the '

sxaniner will talk to the child about things not connected
„lth the inventory to help establish and maintain rapport,
or make general comments such as "THAT*s VERY GOOD."
Specific answers follow many of the test items as
guidelines for scoring.

These answers are some that have

been given during experimental administrations of the Inventory.
These examples will help decide what credit to give to a
particular reply.
followed by a -0-.

In these examples a vague answer may be
This means that the child should be

questioned further in order to clarify his answer.
example to the question:
rosy answer "Work."

For

"WHAT DOES A MOTHER DO?" a child

The examiner may say "TELL ME MORE ABOUT

IT," and the child replies "Takes care of the house."
is described in the directions for scoring asi

This

"Work ~Q-

Takes care of the house."

THE INVENTORY
Three types °f response may ba ^°°^®£enlng.
in the answer folder by cxrcimy
the appropriate letter:
Rt

Right answer

W:

wrong answer

DK:

, _- »»-f don't know";
For an actual verbal,
t. or where
where the child remalr^-ilen ^
^
d
the child respon "
_or sample,
unrelated to the i ~ "blue your eyes
item 31, "My eyes ar<- *>1«
are brown."
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Brief cues are provided on the anwer
for each item. as an aid to
Score boxes for total" examAner.
provided both on the cover of tha®?8 ^T&
folder and adjacent to Hems 5VZU?""*
1.

WHAT IS YOUR FIRST NAME?
Credit first name or first and last name, Cred-nname the child is called by his family (check with
onaSfrM1?"ent)' SVen th°Ugh thls
appear
on the child s record. E.g., credit "Junior" if a
for^he^hild tha't t0 be the common family designation

2.

HOW OLD ARE YOU?
Credit correct age if spoken. Correct number of
fingers held up does not receive credit but may be
questioned with, "How many is that?"

3.

WHAT IS YOUR LAST NAME?
Credit last name by which child is known. If this
disagrees with records, check before scoring minus.

4-5. In these questions any indication showing that the
child knows the answer is correct. The clearest indication
occurs if the child points or touches the part, other
acceptable designations are mentioned for each item.
4.

SHOW ME YOUR SHOULDER.
shoulder toward E •)

(Cred.it turning of one

5.

SHOW ME YOUR HEEL. (Credit twisting of foot so
that heel moves toward E.)

6-8. Point to the following parts of the
and say, -WHAT'S THIS?" If child gives
such as "what we hear with" for e'3- * °
^ CALL
finger, say "WHAT DO WE CALL IT?" or WHAT ELSE DO WE
IT?H
Credit only the correct word,
6.

WHAT'S THIS?

(Finger)

7.

WHAT'S THIS?

(Knee)

8.

WHAT'S THIS?

(Elbow)

say, "THAT'S GOOD.
FOR ME.

NOW IT WANT YOU TO DO SOME THINGS

PLEASE STAND UP."
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9.

RAISE YOUR HAND,
Credit raisina Pifhor rv»* Vv^i-T- i

10.

_•%

NOW JUMP.
Credit jumping motion In which both feet leave the
floor at least a little bit.

11.

SAY "HELLO" VERY LOUDLY, (Do not give item away by
changing volume.)
Credit any saying of the word in a voice that is
louder than normal.

12.

WIGGLE.

Credit any wiggling movement, i.e., body, hand and
arm, head and shoulder.
13-18. Say "THAT'S VERY GOOD, NOW SIT DOWN IN YOUR CHAIR."
Take out the three cars — red, yellow, and blue, and the
three boxes — black, green, and white. Line the boxes
up at least 4 inches apart from left to right in front o.
the child in the following manner: White box with the
open end at the top. black box with the open end down and
green box with the open end up. Place all tne
gether to the left of the white box. Kake su^e
and all boxes are visible after each prese
do not leave a car in or under a box)»

